Title and Length:
Lesson Seven:
– Road to Revolution, The Colonists Rebel: Primary Sources
50 minutes
Objectives for today’s lesson:
Objectives 1, 2, 4, 5
MI GLCEs
5 – U3.1.2
5 – U3.1.3
5 – U3.1.6
5 – U3.1.1
Materials & supplies needed:
America: The Story of Us
John Adams
Paul Revere, “The Bloody Massacre in King-Street, March 5, 1770.” Boston, 1770. (Gilder Lehrman Collection)
“The Boston Massacre Engraving after the painting” by Alonzo Chappel, 1868
Revolutionary War Journal
Procedures and approximate time allocated for each event
LAUNCH (“BEFORE”)
(5 minutes)
Tell the students the purpose of the lesson.
“We just finished up reading about the Boston Massacre. Now we are going to watch a video of it and the
trial that the British soldiers went through. The movie is John Adams and used the real testimonies of the
colonists and the soldiers. So even though it is a movie, it is very accurate. When we are doing we will look at
the etching that Paul Revere made to see if his work was accurate. We will also look at a painting that was
done about 100 years after the event. Again, we will look to see if that painting is accurate.”

EXPLORE (“DURING”)
(30 minutes)
 Cue, “America: The Story of Us” to 00:25:45
 Get students thinking about their prior knowledge:
o “Why were there British soldiers in Boston?”
o “Why were the colonists upset?”
 Play video to 00:29:15, highlight “Bloody Massacre”
o “So, we know the event as the Boston Massacre, let’s think about why Paul Revere would call
the event the bloody massacre.”
o Possible student responses: “Blood is scary, so it might make the people looking at the picture
scared.” “‘Bloody Massacre’ is a lot more violent than ‘Boston Massacre.’”
o Add on to student thoughts, “So ‘Bloody Massacre’ has a very different meaning than ‘Boston
Massacre.’ We will talk about why Paul Revere might have chosen that title instead of ‘Boston
Massacre’”
 Cue “John Adams” to 00:27:15
 Show the testimony of Richard Palmes to 00:31:14
 FF to 00:34:20, play to 00:38:15













Reiterate to the students what the two different testimonies are saying:
o “Where does Richard Palmes say the Captain is? How is that different from the other
colonist’s testimony?”
o Student response: “One testimony says that the Captain is behind the soldiers, but the other
one says that he was behind the soldiers.” “He testified that the colonists had weapons and
were threatening the soldiers.” “He testified that colonists were surrounding the soldiers and
throwing things at them.” “There were a lot of people yelling ‘fire’, not the Captian.” “He said
that he asked the Captain if he planned on firing in the crowd. The Captain said no.”
Recap the videos, “The testimonies of Richard Palmes helped acquit many of the British soldiers. Let’s
take a look at Paul Revere’s etching and see if his work matched up with the actual events.”
Pass out the depictions of the event, “The Bloody Massacre” Paul Revere 1770, “The Boston
Massacre” Alonzo Chappel ca. 1868
Talk about what we see.
o In Revere’s…
o In Chappell’s…
Ask students to share what we know.
o “The Captain was standing in front of the soldiers. The soldiers were surrounded. There were
dozens of colonists. The colonists had weapons. It was a chaotic event.”
Ask, “After listing the characteristics of the artwork and the actual events of the Boston Massacre,
what can we say about the two artists’ perspective?”
Make T-chart to list the characteristics of each of the pieces of artwork.
Ask, “Why did Paul Revere depict the event falsely?”
o “To make the soldiers look like the bad guys. He had the Patriot’s perspective.”
o “He wanted to get colonists against the British government.”

SUMMARIZE (“AFTER”)
(5 minutes)
“Art is a tool used to communicate ideas. We saw two different works of art that depicted one event. The
etching and the painting had many differences, therefore, they communicated different ideas. The
perspective of the artist can have a huge effect on the ideas that the viewer takes from it. We learned that
Paul Revere used art to get the colonists to feel a certain way about the Boston Massacre and he did that by
changing real events into fictional events. It is important that when we read or look at a piece of art, that we
have the factual information.”
Assessment
(10 minutes)
The students will use their T-charts and information from the class discussion to answer the following
questions on lined paper.
There are 22 copies of the artwork for the students to take back to their seats.
I have one student who has a difficult time writing, he can answer the questions orally while I dictate.
There are 4 students who qualify for support, they will be allowed to go to the resource room for assistance,
and take copies of the artwork with them.

